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The continuous growth in air traffic introduces increasing
extra operational costs due to serious ground delays at major
airports. Gate assignment plays an active role in reducing or
even eliminating these ground holds and congestions. Gate
assignment is conventionally done using slot allocation
techniques which rely on static and long-term (strategic)
planning. Such planning usually overlooks possible in-flight
delays which lead to gate assignment problems (GAP) at
destination airports. The Hybrid Gate Assignment is proposed
as an alternative method to mitigate these problems. The
Hybrid Dynamic Gate Assignment algorithm allocates
available gates to arriving aircraft when they establish on the
final approach course. Such a dynamic planning provides more
robust gate assignment and delay management at the airports
especially in the peak hours. This study analyzes time benefits
and cost effects time of a Hybrid Dynamic Gate Assignment
using a fast-time simulation model. In order to demonstrate
the time and fuel cost benefits of tactical gate assignment, two
scenarios (baseline and alternative), have been generated and
tested in SIMMOD environment. These scenarios are run for
20 gates, 39 arrivals and 19 departures within two hours at
Istanbul Ataturk Airport. This Hybrid Dynamic Gate
Allocation has reduced costs beside delays significantly in this
alternative limited scenario. Extension of this model to a fullscale airport model can provide important reductions in delays
and extra direct operational costs for air navigation service
providers and airlines.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE major problem of international airports is the lack
of capacity to meet the growing traffic demands since
most of them have no or limited facilities for physical
development. Therefore the only way to overcome this
problem is to manage the airport’s traffic in the most
efficient way. The efficient traffic management strongly
depends on the performance of air traffic controllers, ground
services and pilot reaction time. The uses of more effective
computer based decision support systems are not only to
increase their performance but also reduce delays and extra
operational costs at airports.

T

Ground delays at taxiway intersections are one of the
major contributors of delays and congestions at airports.
They usually occur because of inefficient gate allocation for
arriving aircraft. The capacity of airports can be increased
by using the gates and parking positions efficiently.
Numerous techniques have been developed and
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implemented to provide efficient use of gate and parking
positions. This problem is first addressed by Tosic [1], who
described the airport gate assignment as quadratic
assignment problem. Though this approach is a well-known
method, it is difficult to implement as number of aircraft
increases. Later, Bihr [2], Haghani & Chen [3] and
Mangoubi & Mahaisel [4] have done researches on solving
the same problem using various operational research (OR)
techniques. Although these works improve the results
considerably, they are insufficient to model current traffic
conditions. Xu & Bailey introduced a test case problem
solving using the taboo search technique providing a faster
result [5]. Although this method is more effective than
others, it contains a number of shortcomings. Especially it
could not present dynamic solution to the delay problems.
Later, the researchers start focusing on information based
problem solving to eliminate these shortcomings of
solutions done by OR technique. Particularly Brazile &
Swigger [6], Gosling [7] and Srihari & Muthukrishnan [8]
have worked on this technique. Information based system
provides solutions strongly depending on historical traffic
data of airports. Therefore, it does not provide a robust
solution for disturbances of dynamic airport environment.
The intelligent optimization techniques are proposed
besides conventional techniques. Cheng et al. attempted to
assess the performance of three meta-heuristics, namely,
genetic algorithm (GA), taboo search (TS), simulated
annealing (SA) and a hybrid approach based on SA and TS
[9]. Yan et al. analyzed the effects of stochastic flight delays
on static gate assignments and evaluate flexible buffer times
and real-time gate assignment rules [10]. Yan & Huo used
the weighting method, the column generation approach, the
simplex method and the branch-and-bound technique to
develop a solution algorithm to efficiently solve large-scale
problems in practice [11]. Maharjan & Matis showed that a
binary integer multi-commodity gate ﬂow network model
was presented with the objective of minimizing the fuel
burn cost of aircraft taxi by type and expected passenger
discomfort for ‘‘tight’’ connections as a function of intergate distance and connection time [12]. Yu Cheng had
shown a knowledge-based airport gate assignment system
integrated with mathematical programming techniques to
provide a solution that satisfies both static and dynamic
situations within a reasonable computing time [13]. H. Ding,

A. Lim, B. Rodrigues, Y. Zhu used a greedy algorithm to
minimize un-gated flights [14]. In addition to these points
we had paid attention to Askin cost factors [15]. In these
factors we have seen that only fuel consumption factors
should be considered while the aircraft taxing.
In this study, hybrid dynamic system is proposed to
model time variant features of gate assignment problem
effectively. Hybrid dynamic system is referred to as a
knowledge based system which allows dynamic interactions
between states of the system. The efficinent use of parking
positions requires managing the gate timing in the best way.
The biggest problem is often encountered delays in the
timing of the gate assignment during slot allocation.
Especially planned gate at the slot allocation cannot be used
efficiently due to the delays happened at departure, en-route
and approach periods. Efficient planning of gates can also
improve the taxi traffic efficiency. Because ground
movements of aircraft depends on its assigned gate specified
gate. Taxiway crossings would be minimized by imposing
restrictions on taxiways to be used. As a result of these
restrictions, the efficiencies would increase to the desired
level at the taxiways and decrease the fuel consumption of
the aircrafts.
Hybrid dynamic system can also eliminates the major
drawback of slot allocation techniques. The crew that does
the slot allocation makes their approximations by looking to
the expected time of arrival. The gate allocation is done
based on the expected time of arrival, aircraft type and
airline. The planner, on the other hand, ignores the ground
encounters at the taxiway intersections and leaves the
separations at the taxiways to the ground controller. Thus,
the work load of ground controller increases significantly
and leads to ground delays and congestions at the airport.
These drawbacks can be avoided through the use of
complete automation in the gate assignment process based
on hybrid dynamic method. Gate allocation and taxi path
planning decisions can be done with a system gathering the
data of the aircraft on the final approach course from radar
and the data of the aircraft’s transponder after engine-start
up permit (Figure 1). Therefore, a Computer Based Decision
Method (CBDM) using this hybrid dynamic method would
minimize the effects of cumulative delays and human
factors.
Potential benefits of this system are analyzed through
two scenarios created in SIMMOD environment. This paper
is planned in the following order. First, the methodology of
the work has been described. The validity and the
performance of this method have been described in the next
stage. At the end, the results of this work, which is done to
implement this method, has been discussed. In the results
we have calculated the typical idle fuel consumptions of the
aircraft. The reason of choosing idle fuel consumption is
while aircraft is taxing and waiting it consumes the fuel at
the idle level. We have preferred B737 type of aircraft using
CFM56-5B engine. Because flight operations in Istanbul

Ataturk Airport mostly done with this type of aircraft using
this engine.

FIGURE 1.Hybrid Dynamic Gate Assignment System.

II. METHODOLOGY
Istanbul Ataturk Airport is chosen for the analysis of this
Hybrid Dynamic System. First, Istanbul Ataturk Airport is
modeled in SIMMOD based on the most recent
Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) data. Later,
runway features, gate features, the directions of the taxiways
and the holding points have been set. Ataturk Airport has
three runways (35R/17L, 35L/17R and 05/23), two of which
were parallel, in the shape of an open V, shown in Figure 2.
The most commonly used runway configuration (35R
departure/05 arrival) is selected for simulation. This
configuration is the most efficient runway orientation since
the departures from runway 35R cannot be affected from the
arrivals to runway 05. By choosing the best configuration,
airborne delays are kept at minimum during the final
approach. Using this configuration, therefore, the optimum
benefit of the Hybrid Dynamic System is simulated for best
case scenarios. Gate features are modeled according to
aircraft type stated in the Istanbul Ataturk Airport Aircraft
Parking/Docking Chart (Figure 3).
In the analysis, aircraft performance differences are
ignored and a single aircraft and the most common type
(B737-300) at Istanbul Ataturk Airport are chosen in order
to generate the best case. Final approach separations of this
type of aircraft have been decided as 5 miles. Landing and
rolling probabilities on runway has been based on real
values. Speeds and separations of aircraft on taxiways have
been set from the real values of BADA. After completion of
this design, we have started to the preparation of the
scenario.

Two scenarios are prepared for the analysis: the first
(baseline) and second (alternative) scenarios. For each
scenario, a group of 20 gates are chosen. These gates are
the most intensively used ones and considered as they can
increase the ground traffic on D taxiway. These gates are
between 101 and 112, and between 201 and 208. For each
scenario, one departure sequence and two arrival sequences
have been determined for these 20 gates in two hour
simulation time between 10:00-12:00 hours (Table 1).

A. The First (Baseline) Scenario
In the first arrival sequence, gate allocation has been
done for 19 aircraft randomly (Figure 4). Their arrival and
departure boarding times have been determined with a
specific probability by SIMMOD. After completing
departure boarding and pushing back, departure aircraft
started taxiing to the holding (departure queue) point for
runway 35R. At this time, while these 19 aircraft departing,
20 aircraft started to come to the gates as the second arrival
sequence. While the second arrival sequence is taxiing to
their gates, because of the aircrafts’ lateness, there have
been crossings on the taxiways between departure and
arrival aircraft. Aircraft in the second arrival sequence may
also wait for re-assignment of their stand number due to
lateness of departure aircraft.

FIGURE 2. Design of Istanbul Airport on SIMMOD.

FIGURE 4. A scene of first arrival sequence from the
taxiways and gates.

FIGURE 3. Gate locations of Istanbul Ataturk Airport
on SIMMOD.

TABLE 1. Number of aircraft operations in the first
(baseline) scenario
Time
Interval
10:0011:00
11:0012:00
LTBA
OPS. Total

LTBA
Arrivals

LTBA
Departures

LTBA
Operations

23

0

23

16

19

35

39

19

58

FIGURE 5. A scene of waits for departing and arriving
aircraft crossings

Re-assigning the stand number has caused a chain
problem in gate allocations shown in Figure 5. So that after
re-assigning an aircraft’s stand number, the other aircraft

affected from this revision should have their gates to be
changed to a new suitable gate. All of these factors
increased delay time at the taxiways and this type of arrival
and departure timing happened.

TABLE 3. Total, standard deviation and average of
travel and delay times of departure aircraft in the first
(baseline) scenario
Time
Interval

B. The Second (Alternative) Scenario
After completing the baseline scenario, an alternative
scenario is prepared based on hybrid dynamic gate assigning
algorithm shown in Figure 7. In the improved scenario, no
change has been done on the first arrival sequence of 19
aircraft but their taxi paths are re-assigned if it is required to
avoid ground holds at the intersections. Arrival times of the
second sequence aircraft have not been changed as well. But
new taxi paths and new stand are re-assigned when it is
required.
After considering all delays, we have assigned the new
gate numbers to the aircraft at the 11NM of final approach
course. The assigned gates are chosen among the ones at
which the departing aircraft have their engine start-up
permits. This selection process requires a dynamic
assignment according to the engine start-up times using
Hybrid Dynamic System. In addition, while allocating the
gates to the aircraft, we have considered the occupancy
times of the taxiways. With these parameters we have
determined the departure and arrival aircraft’s taxi paths. By
the help of this, we could decrease the number of crosses at
the taxiways.

11:0012:00
LTBA
Dep.
Total

LTBAAll
Dep.
Flow

Overall Departure Times (min.)
Travel
Delay
TOT

SDV

AVE TOT

SDV

AVE

19
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0.61

5.71

18.3

1.02

0.96
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0.96

FIGURE 6. A scene from the second(alternative)
scenario.

III. RESULTS
When we look at the delay times in Table 2, it is 589.2
minutes for arriving aircraft. It represents that each of 20
arriving aircraft have been delayed about 10 minutes in 2
hours of flight. The departure flights have the delays
because of crosses with the arrival flights shown in Table 3.
So that total delay at both arrival and departure flights
became 607.5 minutes.
TABLE 2. Total, standard deviation and average of
travel and delay times of arriving aircraft in the first
(baseline) scenario
LTBATime
All
Interval Arrival
Flow
10:0023
11:00
11:0016
12:00
LTBA
ARR.
39
Total

Overall Arrival Times (min.)
Travel
Delay
TOT

SDV AVE TOT

SDV

AVE

240.4

0.61 10.45 335.2

11.33

14.57

166.8

0.58 10.42 254.1

6.83

15.88

407.2

0.6

9.76

15.11

10.44 589.2

At the end of the second scenario, departing and arriving
durations of the aircraft have shown in table 4 and 5.
TABLE 4. Total, standard deviation and average of
travel and delay times of arrival aircraft for revised
(alternative) scenario
LTBATime
All
Interval Arrival
Flow
10:0023
11:00
11:0016
12:00
LTBA
ARR.
39
Total

Overall Arrival Times (min.)
Travel

Delay

TOT SDV AVE TOT SDV
240.4 0.61 10.45

339

AVE

11.17 14.74

164.1 0.63 10.26 153.4 5.68

9.59

404.5 0.63 10.37 492.4 9.66

12.63

TABLE 5. Total, standard deviation and average of
travel and delay times of departure aircraft for revised
(alternative) scenario
Time
Interval
11:0012:00
LTBA
DEP.
Total

we have aimed first arrival sequence not to be changed.
When we take a look at to the total delay time, there is a
significant reduction of 16.6% in the second scenario.

LTBAOverall Departure Times (min.)
All
Travel
Delay
Dep.
Flow TOT SDV AVE TOT SDV AVE
19

114.6 1.22

6.03

28.6

1.12

1.5

19

114.6 1.22

6.03

28.6

1.12

1.5

When we analyze these values we see that total delay at
both arrival and departure flights has been reduced to 521
minutes. And total arrival delay became 492.4 minutes. The
total difference of second term arrival aircrafts is about 96.8
minutes between first and second scenario. If we think each
aircraft separately, we see that almost 5 minutes delay gain
is provided to them. Also when we look at the departure its
delay has been increased to 28.6 minutes. And total
departure travel has increased about 6 minutes. If we
consider both arrival and departure delay times, it is totally
86.5 minutes less than the first scenario. This 86.5 minutes
gain has become in 2 hours flight of these 39 aircraft. This
gain has done mostly on arrival aircraft. When we consider
this 5 minutes delay gain in depth, we see that its earnings
are much more than 5 minutes because of cost factors of
aircrafts.

Fuel Consumption Rates
Fuel consumption is an essential point for ground
maneuvering for airlines. Less engine working time is a
valuable thing for them. Undesired ground holds causes
extra fuel consumption. As we have used B737 type of
aircraft using CFM56-5B engine, fuel consumption at the
ground movements is selected idle. In the idle mode, B737
type of aircraft using CFM56-5B engine consumes
approximately 0,101 kg/s as mentioned in the ICAO
Emission Databank.
TABLE 6. Total fuel consumption of 39 arriving aircraft
during first and second scenarios for total ground travel and
ground holds separately.
First
Scenario
(Baseline)

Second Scenario
(Alternative)

Consumption
caused by ground
holds for arriving
aircraft

3571 kg

2984 kg

Total consumption
during
ground
travel for arriving
aircraft

6038 kg

5435 kg

From Table-6, we can see that there is a huge amount of
difference during 2 hours of scenario for 39 arrival aircraft.
The difference of total consumption during ground travel for
arrival aircraft is 603 kg. The difference of consumption
caused by ground holds is 587 kg in 2 hours of simulation
for 39 arriving aircraft. In the alternative scenario we could
decrease the total travel consumption besides ground holds
consumption.
TABLE 7. Total fuel consumption of 19 departing
aircraft during first and second scenarios for total ground
travel and ground holds separately.

Figure 7. Travel and delay times of first and second
scenario.
When we look at the travel time graph there is no
significant difference between two scenarios shown in
Figure 7. This means taxi travelling times are not increased
due to route changes. However, undesired ground holds are
eliminated in the alternative scenario. As a matter of fact,

First Scenario
(Baseline)

Second Scenario
(Alternative)

Consumption
caused by ground
holds for
departing aircraft

111 kg

173 kg

Total consumption
during ground
travel for
departing aircraft

657 kg

695 kg

TABLE 8. Total fuel consumption of both 19 departing
and 39 arriving aircraft during first and second scenarios for
total ground travel and ground holds separately.

Total fuel
consumption of
arriving and
departing aircraft
(ground holds
included).

First Scenario
(Baseline)

Second Scenario
(Alternative)

6695 kg

6130 kg

From Table-7, total consumption of departing aircraft
has increased. But when we look at the gain of the arriving
aircraft, it is more than the loss in the departing aircraft. In
table 6, the difference of whole scenario is approximately
565 kg for totally 58 aircraft. It is about 10 kg of fuel gain
for each aircraft.

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
FIGURE 8. Flow chart of Hybrid Dynamic Gate Assignment
	
  
	
  

IV. CONCLUSION
A hybrid dynamic system is more suitable than the
other methods because it can minimize the effects of delays
considerably even in the best traffic cases. It is also
observed that this delay reduction does not cause any
travelling time penalty for aircraft. On the contrary, it
provides less fuel consumption during air traffic control
operations. From the fuel consumption results, we can
see that it provides less fuel consumption although in a
small traffic operation simulation. Mostly, delays happen at
the departure, en-route and approach periods. But the effects
of these delays are seen at the ground of arrival airport. So
that ground traffic starts to increase and due to this, delays
cause airports not to be used at their desired capacities.
Many International Airports do not have the capability of
enlarging their areas and do not have the suitability for
building extra aprons or runways. So that, enhancement in
capacity can be done only by increasing the efficiency of
ground traffic and gate allocation. In case of using a hybrid
dynamic algorithm described in Figure 8, gate allocation
and taxi delay reduction can be done more efficiently.
Therefore, the capacity of airports can be improved without
any further physical extensions. Decision support systems
using this algorithm can be developed and installed to
airport tower control units with much smaller costs.
In the future studies, the simulation experiments will
be expanded to wider range of scenarios including different
aircraft types and traffic scenarios. Meanwhile the aircraft
cost factors will be added into analyses.
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